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We Will Rock You - Week 2 
The week begins, and so does the new half-term, and so additionally do rehearsals for We Will Rock You. Our
cast gathers in the Margaret Harris Building after a busy day of lessons for the first official rehearsal since the
cast list was pinned to the wall just a few days before the holidays. Already, talks of lines and roles are passed
around, and even this early on, the enthusiasm and earnestness shining through promises for a wonderful final
product. Today, our ensemble gets to shine, lines being thrown out left right and centre as we stage our
opening scene and begin blocking our first full number. (For those of you out of the loop on musical theatre
jargon, “blocking” refers to where the cast is on stage during any given scene and the actions they do during
that scene, whether that be dancing, walking around, shaking hands, using props or any other action - you learn
something new every day!).
It's mesmerising to watch the dance moves to “Radio Ga-Ga” to be choreographed and rehearsed till perfect
synchronisation. Even now, we talk of staging and audiences, with lines accompanied by the piano. We sit back
down and learn the rest of our opening anthem word-by- word and then it's time once more for a full run-
through of the song, which even I by now know the words to. By the end of rehearsals, I think that I'll probably
know the entire discography of Queen off by heart.
So, seeing as how you'll be hearing from me every single week of rehearsals, I'll be filling you in on all the news
and information about the school musical, as well as a weekly theatre word-of- the-week courtesy of yours truly.
Alongside that, you'll also get exclusive cast interviews with our principles and ensemble members, as well as
interviews with our behind-the-scenes team and the fantastic staff members working to make our production
possible. I hope you'll all be picking up the Columns weekly and catching up on all you need to know about We
Will Rock You before the curtain rises.

Izzy Clark 

In the past few weeks there has been a huge surge in people (women in

particular) being spiked by needles at nightclubs across the UK. Instead of the

more common drink spiking, people are being injected with date rape drugs

such as rohypnol. If you look at any news site, from the local news to national

news, you will see several horrifying stories of people on nights out, who are

waking up days later in hospital, incredibly unwell and having no recollection of

what happened to them. This is absolutely terrifying and I urge you all to try and

be as safe as possible when you’re out in the evenings, to look out for each other,

and to report anything unusual. 



Channel 4

Personalised ‘DNA diets’ become more popular but some still question the
science behind them. Can our DNA really tell us what to eat? 

‘DNA diets’ are specialised eating plans and advice given to individuals
based on their own genes. DNA diet companies take into consideration
the fact that we all have DNA, different bodies and eating requirements.
Using genetic nutrients tests and other more general health tests they
produce a personalised DNA diet plan.

Companies differ in the way they put together their tests. For example one
company will believe that one particular set of genes are the most useful
in analysing nutrigenomics (the study of the effect of food on genes)
whereas another company will believe another set of genes are the most
useful. This difference between the companies makes these tests
incongruent. At present not all scientists agree on which genes are the
most useful. Even with more advances the answer is complex and
multifactorial. 

Examples of DNA diet advice being given are where people are told to
avoid foods that are high in salt or saturated fat. Considering this basically
indicates fast food, many wonder if this as helpful as it seems. We all know
that we shouldn’t over-consume fast food as it’s not good for us. What
difference is this test telling us? Although, there are other food tests that
can be done, for example if you should have coffee or not. This is much
more of a gene related test. Along with genes, people’s behavioural factors
– what they eat in a day, exercise, sleep – makes the DNA diets more
specialised and accurate. 

Overall the advertising of DNA diets enforces the idea that it is wholly
based on your genes but many tests, such as blood tests showing your
body’s response to glucose, are unarguably extremely important as well as
in adding to your personalised plan. As much information about your body
and it’s responses are needed for more accuracy. Therefore, many experts
argue that genes aren’t the main factor in many of these ‘DNA diets’. 

As logical as the idea of ‘personal genes so personal diets’ sounds, it’s
important to note that genetics isn’t that simple, something I’m sure our
biology department can tell us. So, can ‘DNA diets’ really help us towards a
more healthy and specialised lifestyle, or are we still waiting on technology
to prove it further? I think that these plans are undeniably interesting and
have the potential to be life changing – thankfully in a good way. However,
it is vital we set up more studies and use new technology to further prove
these findings. Personalised dietary plans give the promise of a healthy
and possibly easier future. 

Maishah Mason 



Interact Update: CharityInteract Update: Charity

MatchesMatches  
Before October Half Term F5 and 6 hockey players took on the rugby players in hockey

and rugby matches. We raised just under £200 for Sporting Minds UK from donations

from those spectating and taking part.



Science Depts JokeScience Depts Joke

LadderLadder

HSD This Week In
Pictures!

An awful contribution from Mr Bunting, lands him
in second last :(

 

Why was the mushroom invited to the party?

 

Because he was a fun guy.

 

In first place with the best joke we have Dr Brown!
 

Einstein started DJing at events. He called himself

MC Squared.

 

 Mrs Broom made it to a close second…
 

Take all of the Chemistry jokes and Barium.

Dr Kiernan comes in last place with a terrible
Halloween themed Chemistry joke!!!

 

Why do Chemists not believe in ghosts…?

 

…because old Chemists never die…. they just stop

reacting!

Bronze medal for Mr Darby :)
 

In 1905 Einstein developed a theory about

space….. and it was about time too!

Next in the ladder witness a Biology joke - Dr
Fotheringham  

 

What do plants do when one of their friends

feels sad?

Photosympathise

 
For once Mrs Watson hasn’t got the worst joke…

 

They told me I had Type A blood, but it was a Type-O.

 



A place to show off HSD’s artistic talent!!! 

Creativity Corner

Eilidh Heard, F2

Zara Mason, F2

Zara Mason, F2

Ash Johnston, F2 



My name is Mr Webb and I am the Reprographics Supervisor here at the High
School of Dundee.

Providing a reprographics service to staff and pupils, which day to day usually
means dealing with a lot of printing and photocopying. I also order lots and lots

of paper for the school. Lots of paper.

While lots of staff use reprographics it would always be great to see more.
While I often see the music department, I don’t see the junior school staff very

often. In general, it would always be nice to see more members of the staff.

I thoroughly enjoy my job as the reprographics supervisor. I have been here
for 20 years now, and my colleagues in the IT department will be glad to

know I plan on sticking around for at least a few more.

UNSEEN STAFF: MR
WEBB Ruby McIntee 

What is your name and your job here at HSD?

What does your day to day job consist of?

How often do you see other members of the school?

Do you enjoy your job?



Channel 4

Last week the Premier League approved the Saudi-led
Consortium to takeover Newcastle United the Premier
League announced that the £300m deal had been
agreed after the league confirmed it had received
"legally binding assurances that the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia will not control" the club.
After the deal was confirmed, Newcastle's all-time top
goalscorer Alan Shearer celebrated by tweeting "we
can dare to hope again #NUFC".
Newcastle United's new owners have said they
"absolutely" want to challenge for the Premier League
title. Newcastle United’s new owners have a collective
wealth of more than £320bn (over ten times more
wealthy than Manchester City’s owners which have a
net worth of around £23bn). Many high profile
managers and players have been linked to Newcastle
United but some rules such as the financial fair play
might affect their budget for the upcoming transfer
windows.
Just this week Newcastle United manger Steve Bruce
had been sacked just after managing his 1000th game
as a manager. The club currently sit at 19th in the
Premier League table and are currently in the
relegation zone after playing 8 games.
Getting a new owner has been long awaited after
Newcastle fans repeatedly called for previous owner
Mike Ashley to sell his stake in the club Mike Ashley
first became an owner in 2007 and has held stake in
the club for 14 years. Fans became infuriated after he
began treating the club as a billboard to advertise for
his company Sports Direct and putting as little money
into developing the club as he would only put just
enough to keep them in the Premier League, this, as
well as treating club legends such as Alan Shearer and
Kevin Keegan with no respect left a bad taste in the
mouths of the loyal fans.

NEWCASTLE  UNITEDNEWCASTLE  UNITEDNEWCASTLE  UNITED

TAKEOVERTAKEOVERTAKEOVER
Prithvi Sudarshan 



 It's been a hectic past couple months for early university applicants in Form 6, also nicknamed "earlies".
People wanting to apply to medicine, veterinary, dentistry, and Oxbridge have to apply early into the school
year, with the haunting deadline of October 15th. Being a hopeful medicine applicant, I was one of the
"earlies" this year, amongst 28,690 others. As much as the whole process of applying to University was a
daunting thought, it went unbelievably quickly. With the several hurdles of Higher exams, then admission
exams, and then your personal statement; it's a lot of work and takes a lot of motivation but it's a great relief
once it's submitted and out of your hands. Applying to university is an exciting time especially when it all
starts to really sink in - as much as it is an intimidating process, it's something to work towards and
something to look forward to!
Let's start with Higher exams, which take place in Form 5. It's is an important year for a lot of people! For
those reading this and studying for your Higher exams this year, keep on going, keep on top of your stuff and
find your favourite and most effective way of learning, and please remember to take breaks and take care of
yourself! If you find yourself falling behind and in a panic, you have to do what's right for you and ask your
teachers for support as well as your friends, it's what they're there for. And I bet all the teachers have said
this but don't be afraid to ask questions. It's a tricky year but it'll fly by and you'll learn a lot about yourself by
the end of it.
The next step for some people is admission tests. Some Uni courses and certain Universities require you to
take an admission test to apply, so do your research and find out the requirements for the course you want
to do! An example of an admission exam, for medicine and dentistry applicants, is the UCAT. It is required for
almost all universities. The UCAT is a two hour exam that can only be sat once a year and is made up of
several sections testing mental abilities that are deemed important for medicine and dentistry. Everyone's
technique is different but I personally found that constant practice is definitely key. I struggled with a lack of
focus and only started becoming fully motivated within the last month of practicing for the exam, but once
you start, it's truly an exponential curve of improvement. It's so important to not be harsh on yourself and
not to compare yourself to others.
Finally, your personal statement, a word document of 4000 character's to persuade a panel of people why
you should be selected for their course. As scary as that sounds, it's something you'll work on with the
support of your UCAS tutor and Mrs. McGrath's emails to keep you on your feet, and once it's finished, it's
another hurdle jumped over. You get to be creative but keep it short, it's your time to reflect on life
experiences and also to show off! Your UCAS application also involves selecting the Universities to apply to.
This is a step where you have to be strategic and apply to your strengths, as well as the location - this may be
where you'll be for the next few years of your life!
During my application process, I felt a big strain on confidence in myself but what I found most helpful was
surrounding yourself with positive people and keeping organised by knowing your goals and plans for the
week. My advice for those applying to University next year is to take things one step at a time, work smart,
have a good hobby, and don't put too much pressure on yourself, it all works out in the end.

Getting Ahead On Your UniGetting Ahead On Your Uni

ApplicationApplication    Elizabeth Lang



Covid-19 SafetyCovid-19 SafetyCovid-19 Safety
Jude McNally 

Blackpool Pleasure Beach
Isla Duthiel 

Blackpool pleasure is an thrilling amusement park in South West England. It’s filled
with loads of rollercoasters, family rides, child rides. So you can see, it’s for all ages.
The oldest ride there is still there, it was there before the park was known as
Pleasure Beach.
It’s called the flying machines, which opened in Aug 1904. 
The park was founded by William George Bean, and his partner John Outhwaite, in
the year 1896.
The park hosts many wooden rollercoasters. That includes the Big Dipper, Blue
Flyer, Grand National and the Nickelodeon Streak.
The park was the first in Europe to bring out a fully steel coaster, called the
Revelation, and is the last park in the world to bring a steeplechase rollercoaster.
The Grand National is one of the only three Möbius loop coasters in existence.
The big one which can also be known as the Pepsi Max used to be the tallest in the
world, is now the tallest rollercoaster in England -  it’s 235ft high. Valhalla is one of
the most expensive and largest indoor water rides, in the world.
There are lots of thrilling rides and that’s why u should go to Blackpool pleasure
beach.

There has been a lot of COVID-19 cases recently and I think that people should consider being a lot
more cautious with wearing masks and using hand sanitiser because COVID-19 is a BIG deal.

I know how much the masks annoy people but they really help with stopping the spread of the virus. I
do know how bad COVID-19 could be for people and how much this virus could change their lives. I’m
not going to sugarcoat this issue for anybody because I think people are being too nice with this huge

problem. I know that there are lots of people that are literally in hospital beds fighting for their lives
trying, struggling to breathe. It’s just so sad that people still think that this virus is fake or can’t hurt

you. I hope that this small article changes a few of the people that see this articles mind about COVID
safety and that they learn to understand the pain some people are going through not knowing if they

are going to be ok in future because of this virus.
 



I’m retired from retirement? 
Zoe Faloon

For my most dedicated of fans - of which there are many, I’m sure - I’ve decided to do a follow-up piece on

my previous article focusing on Tom Brady’s briefly mentioned teammate, Rob Gronkowski. Whilst his story

isn’t quite as captivating as Brady’s, it is certainly more amusing and his shenanigans - a word that isn’t used

enough anymore - never fail to fill me with rapturous, childlike glee.

Born and raised in New York State, Gronkowski was the second youngest of five equally (overly) competitive

brothers - all of whom have, at one point or another, been professional sports stars. The boisterous boys

were - and still are - a handful with all the best stories in sport. Rob spent much of his formative years

dominating in many sports but was also a National Honours Student who scored 1560 on his SAT. He was

heavily involved in sports teams alongside his brothers and their mother estimates she has taken them to

18,000 practices!

Life has not been simple for Rob, however, as he has been plagued by injuries. Beginning in his junior

season, he was forced to undergo back surgery and thusly missed the entire season which meant he was

drafted far later than he would have been otherwise. Still, he was picked forty-second by the New England

Patriots in 2010.

At the Patriots, he met Tom Brady and one of the greatest partnerships in the history of the sport was born.

Gronkowski played the Tight-End position but because of his remarkable speed and strength, he was able

to both defend and play aggressively. He is widely considered the greatest Tight-End to ever play and has

been voted such numerous times.

Despite many setbacks and adverse experiences, Gronkowski has - foolishly or not - never changed how he

plays the game nor his effervescent personality. His dancing skills are renowned and he has been quoted

saying that partying helps him play better football, dated...actresses and thrown mouthy players into

television cameras. He has scored touchdowns with the opposition’s defence hanging off his leg and put his

body on the line for victory.

However, Bill Bellichick - in his infinite wisdom - decided that he too was done and attempted to trade him

to the Detroit Lions in 2018. The deal fell through and Gronkowski announced his retirement in March of

2019. He elaborated in a later interview that ‘[He] was not in a good place. Football was bringing [him]

down, and [he] didn't like it. [He] was losing that joy in life... [he] could play right now if [he] wanted to play.

[He is] feeling good. Physically, [he] could do it. Mentally-wise, desire-wise, it's not there... [he is] very

satisfied with where [he is] in life right now. [He] truly believes going through those tough times, nine years,

off the field, on the field, has brought [him] to this point. [He] believes [he is] on the right path in [his] life.’

But, when Tom Brady blew into his magical conch and summoned him from the depths of retirement, he

answered and signed to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers as a new man. In the Super Bowl, Gronkowski caught

two of the three touchdown passes thrown by Brady, earning him a fourth Super Bowl ring.

As impressive as that all this, I promised shenanigans earlier and so you shall receive shenanigans!

On a tour of the White House, he crashed a press conference after getting lost and asked Sean Spicer if he

‘needed any help?’ He fell asleep when he first met Bellichick. Not accidentally either, he lay down on the

floor and used his jacket as a pillow whilst waiting for them to return, dented the Lombardi trophy whilst

hitting a baseball, chugged beer for fans entertainment and almost fell out of the parade bus because he

wanted to high-five all his supporters.

Although no list would be complete without the addition of Gronkowski’s somewhat lacking Spanish skills.

Confused by a question, he answered in the best Spanish he could remember from middle school with ‘Yo

soy fiesta!’ This translates to I am party which, whilst accurate is perhaps not what the interviewer was

looking for.

Gronkowski has earned much respect from his teammates and the public because of his boyish attitude

coupled with his drive for success, showing that one mustn’t always be serious to flourish and is clearly

living his best life at the minute.

I wish him a speedy recovery from his most recent injury and hope that he will stay as enamoured with

football as we are with him.



The ‘Girus’ Virus

St. Andrews is famous for the cathedral, golf, the university, and ghosts. The
town has over 300 ghosts and poltergeists! Many people don’t know that
there is a difference between a ghost and a poltergeist. A ghost is the spirit
of a dead person who allows themselves to be seen by a living person,
usually friendly, whereas a poltergeist is the activity of the deceased spirit
such as throwing books, switching on lights, closing doors etc.
The most infamous ghost in all of St. Andrews is The Lady in White. The Lady
in White has been seen many times in many different places throughout St.
Andrews, though she is most commonly seen around the Haunted Tower, on
the edge of the grounds of the city’s cathedral where there is a hole that you
can put your hand in it and it might be swatted away by ghosts. No cats or
vermin have been known to enter the hole (do they know something we
don't?) Other famous ghosts are the Nun and a little girl named Bella. These
two ghosts can be seen at St. Leonards where Bella is too afraid to go past
the gate while the nun is across from her, perhaps trying to get her to go
past the gate and enter the school. Did you know that Mary Queen of Scots
has a hidden bedroom chamber in the back of the library at St. Leonards?
Well many people have seen a woman in a brightly coloured dress looking
out the window, people assume it’s her ghost because she wore brightly
coloured dresses but no one is certain. 
Contrary to popular belief, you are less likely to see ghosts on Halloween.
They’re probably scared or confused by people in their costumes. When you
have an experience with a ghost it could last from a few seconds to a few
minutes. When ghosts are out and around, they’re usually out at daylight not
nighttime. Ghosts and poltergeists actually don’t want to scare you. If you
acknowledge the ghost or let it know you know it’s there it will go away. Take
a look around you, how do you know the person across from you on the bus
isn’t a ghost?

Maisey Lafollette 

Spooky St. Andrews…Spooky St. Andrews…  

Co-Deputy Editor, Isla Watson
At some point in our lives, we’ve all had a virus. They are microscopic in size but can still make 
someone seriously ill. In 2003, giant viruses were discovered and are found in many places from the 
ocean to human mouths. These giant viruses nicknamed ‘girus’ float around aimlessly like other 
viruses until they stumble across a cell, where they can highjack to produce more of 
themselves. They enter the cell the same way as normal viruses, by using the cells natural entry 
process. Then, the girus unloads it’s attack profiles and genetic material and rearranges the cell from 
the inside to create a ‘cell factory’ called a viroplasm. Some giruses may even construct a membrane 
around themselves inside the cell to protect themselves from the antiviral defences. This 
viroplasm then creates many new giruses, filling up the cell until it orders the cell to self-destruct. 
This releases the new giruses to look for new prey. One of the things that make giruses so special is 
that they have unique parts in their genes that don’t match others. They also have parts of their 
genes that are copies of other living things, such as genes that regulate nutrient intake, energy 
production, light harvesting or replication. Another unique thing about giruses is that they are 
hunted by other viruses. These viruses are called virophages and highjack the viroplasm factories of 
the girus. It then uses this to reproduce itself rather than the girus reproducing. Then, when the cell is 
ordered to explode, it releases mainly virophages instead of giruses. It is though that some cells have 
integrated some of the genetic information form virophages into their own DNA to protect 
themselves from giruses. 



 

First week back

already over - only

8 more to go! Its

been an alright

week for me - Mrs

Smith made us

Malteser cake for

Spanish, Ms

Campbell gave us

M&S Choc Chip

Cookies in

Economics, and

Wallace came

second in House

Choir :) I hope you

all had a lovely

holiday and a good

week back at

school too. Have a

great weekend, and

I hope to see lots

of you at House

Hockey tomorow

morning! 

 EDITOR’S

NOTE

see you next
friday!

T H E  C O L U M N S  T E A M

Scotland’s Stunning Steel
Stallions Amy Leburn Sahar Jafferbhoy
 

During the holidays my family and I took a one-hour drive down

to Falkirk to visit a sculptural masterpiece. It is referred to as the

‘Kelpies’. If you don’t know what a kelpie is, it is a shape-shifting

mythical creature, and - when horse-shaped - it is said to lure

children into the water, never to be seen again. A metal sculptor

named Andy Scott was commissioned to create these magical

creatures in real life, on behalf of British Waterways, and they

have quickly become a Scottish Landmark. The Kelpies

comprise of two 100ft (30 metre) tall metal sculptures, situated

in Helix Park, Falkirk. They opened to the public on the 21st April

2014. Their designer, Andy Scott, was inspired by working heavy

horses, such as Clydesdales, who played a key role in Scotland’s

industrial heritage. The choice of steel for the construction

material was made because steel was previously manufactured

in this area and so the kelpies are now a proud reminder of the

local history. Each steel panel is unique and was cut flat in a

workshop and then moulded into the form on site: that is a lot

of work when you consider there were 928 unique plates to

make! In addition, there is now an information centre, gift shop

and cafe (which pleased the whole family!), along with a canal

which you can take a walk by. Sometimes, if you pick a good

day, there will be staff giving tours that take you inside one of

the kelpies, which helps you contemplate the sheer size of

them. They are well worth a visit if you are ever passing by.

  


